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Cyber and Signals Intelligence focuses on fortifying our  
nation’s cyber infrastructure against threats to critical  
information infrastructure.

Space Solutions aims to address advances in space, focusing on 
building the next generation of analysis and decision-making tools.

Intelligence and Analytics develops, integrates, and maintains 
solutions that facilitate information sharing and data analysis in 
complex operational environments.

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence delivers means  
for faster, easier, and more efficient decision making.

 Multi-Domain Command and Control provides innovative  
software for mission management, strategic assessment, and 
situational awareness to effectively address threats in today’s  
multi-domain environment.

 Electromagnetic Warfare merges and masters this critical 
environment, supporting the warfighter in current and future  
conflicts to ensure that the U.S. remains at the forefront of this  
new frontier.

 Rapid Prototyping not only provides the means to develop  
innovative products but also focuses on keeping costs as  
low as possible.

 Specialty Engineering provides information and engagement 
dominance through smart-sensing technologies that deliver  
improved situational awareness across the command structure.

 Public Safety offers the technology—and the proficiency in data 
engineering—to equip public safety agencies with ways to generate 
the knowledge and intelligence needed to keep communities safe 
and secure

Polaris Alpha has major offices in Annapolis Junction, MD; 
Columbia, MD; Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD; Colorado Springs, 
CO; Denver, CO; and Fredericksburg, VA, as well as customer  
sites both domestically and internationally. For more  
information about Polaris Alpha’s customers and capabilities,  
visit www.polarisalpha.com. 

In an increasingly complex technical and operational global 
security environment, Polaris Alpha provides advanced technical 
capabilities, specialized domain expertise, and mission-critical 
solutions to Department of Defense and Intelligence Community 
customers. Polaris Alpha brings the agility of a focused,  
mid-sized company to assist these customers in navigating 
complexity across the full spectrum of air, land, sea, cyber,  
and space domains. 

Created from the coming together of emerging industry 
visionaries—all known for their cutting-edge capabilities,  
people-focused cultures, and “mission first” mindsets—and with 
more than 1,300 technical experts providing deep subject matter 
expertise and advanced technology, software, and solutions, 
Polaris Alpha is leading the way in addressing next-generation 
national security challenges.
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